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Abstract

The Application Protocol Information Base (APIB) is an on-line repository of

documents for the Standard for the E'xchange of Product model data (STEP, officially

ISO 10303—Product Data Representation and Exchange). Document types in the

APIB include STEP Apphcation Protocols and Integrated Resources. Application

Protocols are standards that axe intended to be implemented in software systems, and

Integrated Resources are used by them as building blocks. Application Protocols and

Integrated Resources are represented in the Standard Generalized Markup Language

(SGML) in the APIB in order to facilitate efficient information search and retrieval.

This paper describes a World Wide Web gateway to the APIB, implemented using the

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) standard. The APIB gateway allows STEP
developers to efficiently search for ISO 10303 standards and supporting information.

The only chent software required to use the APIB gateway is a third party web

browser.

Keywords: CGI; World Wide Web; STEP; SGML; Application Protocol;

Integrated Resource; text retrieval; HTML; Tcl

* Trade names and company products are mentioned in the text in order to adequately specify exper-

imental procedures and equipment used. In no case does this identification imply recommendations or

endorsements by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the products

are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

^Development of the APIB and the APIB gateway is funded by the National Institute of Standards

and Technology’s Systems Integration for Manufacturing Applications (SIMA) program, a part of the US
government’s High Performance Computing and Communications initiative.



1 Background

STEP[IS01], the jStandaxd for the Exchange of Product model data, specifies a

description of product data throughout its fife cycle in a computing platform-independent

manner. An Application Protocol (AP) in STEP defines the information requirements for

a paxticulax area of design, manufacturing, engineering, or product support. APs provide

a neutral representation for sharing product data among dissimilar software apphcations.

Each STEP Integrated Resource (IR) defines a set of re-usable constructs that serve as

building blocks for developing APs. These constructs axe specified using an information

modeling language called EXPRESS[lSOll]. APs axe developed according to a rigorous

methodology[PALMER] dictated by the STEP communi ty. The end result of this

development process is a standards document that specifies the AP’s requirements and a

technical solution for data exchange that uses STEP technology.

The STEP community is international in scope and includes participants from munerous

industries and research institutions. Over twenty-five nations and more than 200

companies axe currently involved in developing STEP. A t3q)ical STEP AP team has fom:

or more people, typically not all working for the same company or even hving in the same

country. It takes this team, on the average, a year and a half to produce an initial AP
specification for a typical engineering function. Thus AP development is both

time-consuming and expensive.

There are two principal reasons why AP development is so cmnbersome. One reason is the

geographical and organizational dispersion in the STEP community. The other is the lack

of an integrated STEP-tailored software environment for AP developers. To address these

issues, NIST is building an Internet-accessible, integrated software tool suite in order to

accelerate the AP development process and to improve AP quahty. This software

environment uses a central information registry, the AP Information Base (APIB)[LUB96].

The APIB is an on-line repository under development at NIST for users and developers of

STEP. The APIB currently contains only STEP IRs. When it is complete, the APIB will

also contain APs, other STEP documents describing representation and implementation

methods, and additional information useful to the STEP community such as schedules,

issue logs, and issue resolutions. The APIB’s contents are indexed for efficient access using

a text retrieval engine[OTC]. Each document in the APIB is stored in its native format.

Translation for viewing or publishing purposes is done on demand. APs and IRs are

represented in the Standaxd Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [GOLD], a language

for describing the structure of documents for use in text processing apphcations^. AP and

IR documents are marked up using SGML document type definitions (DTDs) that have

been developed specifically for the requirements of STEP [PHIL]. Other documents will be

represented as plain ASCII text, or in SGML using DTDs less complex than those for APs

^SGML is defined in the international standard ISO 8879.
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and IRs. The text retrieval engine uses the SGML markup in the APs and IRs to index

their data. Thus users can issue queries to the APIB referring to the SGML structures

specified for STEP.

This paper describes a World Wide Web interface to the APIB. This implementation

makes use of the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) standard for interfacing external

apphcations with web servers[BLEE95]. CGI scripts generate HTML dynamically in

response to requests for web pages. The APIB gateway uses HTML forms to obtain input

data from the user. The input is then processed by the APIB gateway’s CGI scripts^. The
APIB gateway provides APIB access services to STEP AP developers through their web

browser software, eliminating the need for AP developers to install APIB client software.

It also ehminates the need for NIST to build and maintain separate APIB user interfaces

for multiple computer platforms.

2 Organization of the APIB Gateway

The APIB gateway provides an interface between a user’s web browser and the APIB’s

data access services. This interface consists of a collection of CGI scripts implementing

various data access services and an SGML-to-HTML translator for STEP as shown in

Figure 1. Each CGI script answers a particular type of user request. The requests are

issued by means of entering information in a form and pressing a button to submit the

request. The CGI script triggered by the form issues a query to the APIB and, using the

query result, generates a new HTML page to display to the user. The new HTML page

typically contains another form soliciting user input. The sample user session in Section 3

depicts the relationship between forms, scripts, and the APIB.

The SGML-to-HTML translator is used to convert SGML-tagged data from the source

documents in the APIB into HTML so they can be displayed in a web browser. The

translation is only necessary for query results containing actual text from the APIB
documents. If the query result does not contain an actual piece of the document (for

example, the result could be a fist of object names satisfying the query), then the CGI

scripts generate HTML output without use of the translator. The bidirectional arrow

between the CGI scripts and the APIB and the unidirectional arrows from the APIB to

the translator and from the translator to the CGI scripts in Figure 1 indicate this

conditional use of the translator.

^World Wide Web gateways often use HTML forms in this way as a means of obtaining input for CGI
programs.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the APIB gateway.

3 A Tour of the APIB Gateway

The best way to show how the APIB gateway works is through sample user sessions

involving two of the services supported by the CGI scripts in Figure 1: an APIB browser

and an IR Query interface. The browser provides a way for the user to view STEP
documents using context-sensitive hypertext hnks. IR Query permits the user to search

for certain object specifications in the IRs by specifying a name substring.

3.1 The APIB Browser

Since IRs contain re-usable building blocks for constructing APs (as was discussed in

Section 1), STEP AP developers firequently need to search existing IR documents for

information relevant to their industrial application. These documents have traditionally

been available in paper form or electronically as PostScript, ASCII, or word

processor-specific files. None of these formats provide a convenient way for AP developers

to search for concepts across all of the existing IRs. They also fail to represent the IR
document structure or the relationships between EXPRESS constructs in the IRs.

Therefore, the traditional media for disseminating IR documents are not very useful to

STEP AP developers. The APIB gateway’s browser provides a way of disseminating IRs

that should be far more useful to AP developers than either paper or the usual electronic

formats.

Suppose the user chooses to view IRs using the APIB browser. A CGI script is invoked

and generates a web page as shown in Figure 2. This web page contains a form consisting

of a set of radio buttons for each IR in the APIB and a Browse button. The web page also

contains a link back to the APIB home page. This form allows the user to choose one of
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Select an Inte^xated Resource

:

^ Paxt43 : Repicsentation Stxuctuuees

*0^ Pait 44: Pjcoduct Stiuctuote Configuutation

^ Pait 10 1 : Dxaushting

J:Biowse Integiated Resource

Go to NIST ADDlicationP^totQCQl InfoacnationBase home page

Figure 2: Form for choosing IR to browse.

the IRs in the APIS to browse. The CGI script obtained the names of the IRs in the form

by querying the APIB.

Now suppose the user chooses Part 101 : Draughting[ISOl01] and clicks the Browse

button. Another CGI script will generate a web page as shown in Figinre 3. This web page

contains a form for choosing a section of Part 101 to browse. The form contains a

collection of radio buttons corresponding to the major sections of a STEP IR docmnent.

The first four radio buttons represent sections whose names are common to all IRs. The

three schema names, however, are specific to Part 101 and had to be obtained by means of

an APIB query. An IR document also contains several appendices, but the APIB Gateway

does not yet support browsing them. This capability will be added in the near future.

When the user clicks Browse in the form in Figinre 3, a CGI script generates a web page

containing the text of the IR document section chosen. This is accomplished in the

following three steps:

1. The CGI script queries the APIB to retrieve the desired text.

2. The SGML-to-HTML translator converts the raw SGML data to HTML.

3. The CGI script uses the translated data to build a web page containing the desired

section text along with any necessary forms, headers, and footers.

Note that this is the first time in the sample user session where the SGML-to-HTML
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Choose aci object flora Part 101: DraujgtUtiiiig and click "Bxowse";

'0^ Introduction

^ Scope

^Normative References

V* Definitions, Symbols, and Abbreviations

Sckemas:

^ draughting_di[n£nsion_schecna

draughting_elem£nt_schema

drawing_definition_schema

I
Browse

Figure 3: Form for choosing section of IR Part 101 to browse.

translator was used. Heretofore, all of the APIB queries resulted in hsts of names rather

than raw SGML data.

Suppose now that the user chooses to view the draughting_elament.schema from among
the choices given in the form in Figure 3. The resulting web page that gets generated

represents the content of this schema. This web page begins with an EXPRESS
declaration for the schema. Figure 4 shows the EXPRESS declaration for the

draughting_elament.schema. This schema contain external references to objects in three

other schemas: geometry.schema, support j:esource.schema, and

presentationjdef inition.schema. To make it easy for the user to view these referenced

schemas, the web page includes a form next to the EXPRESS declaration with a

pull-down list containing the schemas referenced. These schema names were obtained by

querying the APIB for the schemas referenced by draughting.elament.schema. The user

can choose a schema name from the pull-down hst and chck a button to view that

particular schema.

In addition to an EXPRESS declaration, the web page contains other documentation

about the schema such as introductory text, fundamental concepts and assumptions, and

some definitions of terminology used. These items (not shown in Figure 4) correspond to
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SCHEMA draDoghting element schema (from Part 101)

Ttw following EXPRESS declaiation begins the definition of this schema and identifies the necessaxjr

external xefexences.

EXPRESS Spedficaticni:

*>

S DXZMA insr_< 1 «n.eiit_5 ch.en.>.;

nSFZAXUDE 7K0M sr«oi(i.«tiy_5cXeift.^ { jfconet ric_rep resent ».tioii^itei(i};

AXFSnXMCS PKOM 5upport_resource_5clieift.?i.

text);

KBFEFXMCZ 7K0H p re seiit».tion^def in.it ioii^schen.%.

{ uuiot lit i on^« s currenc e
,

uinot »,t i on_o'urv e_o s current e
,

souiot a.t i on_t ext_o c surrenc e
,

Minot s.t i on_5pifti 0 l_o c curreno e

)

;

<*

Bxowse a schema ^tefexenced above; geometx7_schema O I
ViewSCHEMA

Figure 4: Portion of schema web page specifying EXPRESS declaration.

subsections of the schema’s clause in the IR document.

The bulk of the schema’s content, however, consists of the types, entities, functions, and

rules that make up an EXPRESS model. The user can view any of the schema’s objects

by selecting the object name from a pull-down list in a form on the web page. The
draughting_element_schema has entities and types, but no rules or functions. Therefore,

this schema has the two forms for viewing objects as shown in Figure 5.

Suppose the user chooses to view the entity dimension_curve_directed_callout. A CGI
script generates a web page containing the portion of the IR describing that entity. To

obtain this information, the CGI script issues an APIB query for the entity definition for

the entity named “dimension_curve_directed_callout” . Since no two entities in STEP are

allowed to have the same name, the APIB query result is a single entity definition clause

firom draughting_element_schema. Because the entity definition contains SGML-tagged

text from the APIB, the query result must be run through the SGML-to-HTML translator

so it can be displayed as a web page. Figure 6 shows the beginning of this web page. The

web page begins with a definition of the entity, followed by a link to a figure, followed by
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SdcctaTYPE: I
ViewTYPE

I

Select an.ENTITY: |
diraensionjruivejJiiectedjiallout O [ViewiHTI^ -

Figure 5: Forms for choosing entities and types for <iraughting_element_schema.

an EXPRESS specification (partially shown in Figure 6)^. Clicking on the figure link

spawns a viewer to view the graphic. The CGI-generated web page also contains

informative text not shown in Figme 6.

3.2 IR Query

STEP APs contain two classes of information models. The first class represents the AP’s

information requirements from a user’s point of view. The second class describes the

information requirements firom a system integrator’s point of view and is represented as an

EXPRESS schema. This EXPRESS schema is created by selecting applicable constructs

from the IRs and speciahzing them as needed by creating additional attributes or adding

new constraints[BARN]. Mapping the concepts from the user’s view to the appropriate IR

constructs is a challenging task for AP developers because it requires considerable study

and imderstanding of the IRs. The APIB gateway’s IR Query interface provides a way to

quickly retrieve IR constructs by specifying name substrings, thereby helping AP
developers meet this challenge.

The form for issuing an Integrated Resource query, shown in Figure 7, contains a

pull-down list of object types and a text entry field for specifying a search string. The

object types available are schemas, entities, types, rules, and functions. Suppose the

user is looking for an entity in the IRs to match a particular requirement, say a concept

involving some kind of dimension. The user chooses entities firom the puU-down fist,

enters dimension as the search string, and presses the Search button. The IR Query

form’s CGI script issues a query to the APIB for all entity definitions where the entity

^Note that the references to Figure 7 and clause 6.3.3 in the NOTES axe currently hard coded in the raw

SGML used to generate this web page (see Figure 10). Although the IR DTD supports cross references, the

IRs in the APIB do not currently take advantage of this support. These IRs will be re-tagged in the near

future to use the DTD’s constructs for cross referencing.
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ENTITY dimension curve directed callout

A dicmension CLUCve directed callout is a diaughtinf calloutdieted by a dicnensiou line to a presented

elementof the pxoduct shape.

NOTES

o A dbeaughting callout fox a geometxic tolexance maybe dixected to the pxesentation of

the tolexanced featuxe bymeans of a dipnension line . An example of a dimension cuxve

dixected callout is shown in Figure 7

.

o Genexally, a dimension_cuive fox a dimension_cuxve_dixected_callout is also the

dimension_cuxve fox a dimension_gxaph (draughting_dimension_schema, see 6.3.3).

Figuxe : Dimension cuxve dixected callout

EXPRESS Spedficatum:

*>

EWTIW Ain.en.5 i on_curg <_Ai re ct e ?i.l 1 out
SVSTVPl 07 { iruu^Kt «.l 1 out }

;

Figure 6: Beginning of web page for entity dimension_curve_directed_callout.

name begins with “dimension” . It then uses the query result to build a web page

containing a form from which the user can choose an entity definition to view from a

pull-down list of all the entity names. This web page, shown in Figure 8 also contains a

fink back to the IR Query form in case the user is unsatisfied with the list of results and

wants to make another query.

If the user chooses an entity name from the pull-down fist on the form in Figmre 8 and

presses the View ENTITY button, the same CGI script that created the entity definition

web page in Figure 6 will create a web page for the entity chosen. At that point, the user

will be in the APIB browser and can proceed in the same manner as if she had obtained

the entity definition web page through pure browsing. Similarly, a user can use IR Query

as a shortcut to a schema, type, function, or rule web page.
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IR Query

Seaxctifox | eatities O Krithnanxe besiaiting with

Figure 7: Form for issuing an Integrated Resource query.

Your query produced 7 results.

To browse a result, choose from the pull-down listof entities and click the "View'’ button.

ivIcwStityI!

Make another query

Go to NIST Application Protocol Information Ease home page

dimension_callout O

Figure 8: Generated web page providing form for choosing a query result to view.

3.3 Other APIB Gateway Features

Section 3.1 illustrated how users can view the APIB contents at a very high level as

collections of document types, choose a particular document type (IR), then view a specific

document (Part 101), and then view individual portions of that doemnent. Using a tree

metaphor for the APIB, one can think of this as starting at the root node and traversing

the APIB’s search space by visiting successively higher leaves. Just as important is the

abihty to navigate backwards, that is from a more specific view of the APIB contents to a

less specific, higher level one. For example, a user viewing a schema object might want to

go back to the schema web page and choose another object from that schema, or a user

might want to look at an IR’s scope after viewing a schema from the IR. In order to

facihtate traversal from a narrower, more detailed view to a broader, less detailed view, all

of the web pages generated by the APIB Gateway’s CGI scripts contain buttons near the
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bottom of the page for backtracking. These buttons provide hyperlinks from the current

web page to all nodes in the APIB leading up to the root node'^. When a user clicks on a

backtracking button, an APIB query is issued to generate the appropriate web page.

i Choose another object from.SCHEMA draughtingjelement^chema

' Choose another object from Part 10

1

1 Choose another Integrated Resource
1

. . . .

;

Figure 9: Backtracking buttons for entity dimension_curve_directed_callout.

As an example, consider the web page for the entity

dimension_curve_directed_callout. Figure 6 showed the beginning of this web page.

Figure 9 shows the backtracking buttons for this web page. The first button provides a

link to the schema containing this entity. The second button links to the entity’s IR Part.

The third button links to the web page for choosing from among the IRs.

Another important capability is the ability to extract raw SGML text from the APIB.

Since STEP AP developers re-use IR constructs as building blocks, they need to have a

way to include portions of IR documents in their AP. For example, suppose an AP
developer building an AP’s EXPRESS schema wants to use the entity

dimension_curve_directed_callout. Rather than rewrite an entity definition, the AP
developer can obtain the SGML source for dimension-curve_directed_callout’s web

page by clicking on a View SGML Soxirce button on the web page. A CGI script is then

invoked which produces a web page containing the raw SGML for the entity definition.

Figme 10 shows a portion of this web page. The AP developer can then extract the

SGML from the APIB by using the web browser’s “Save” command^.

'*If the web browser Ccu;hes previously viewed web pages, users can achieve the same effect by using their

web browser’s backtracking mechanism. They will achieve a faster response because the APIB will not be

queried. However, if the APIB has recently been modified, the previously viewed web pages will be out of

date. Also, if the user obtained the current web page by choosing a name from a list of IR Query results,

then there axe no cached pages to backtrack to, and the user has no choice but to use the bcicktracking push

buttons.

®This would be improved if users could review the SGML, leave a pointer to it, and invoke a copy at

AP publication time. This would require maintaining a table of pointers on the APIB server for each user.

These tables could be maintained in a maimer similar to the method the NIST EXPRESS Server[LIBES94]

(see Section 6) uses to maintaiin users’ private directories.
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<eiitity . description>

A dimension curve directed callout is a draughting caJLlout directed

by a dimension line to a presented element of the product shape.

<note
.
group>

<note. in. group linkid="note">

A draughting callout for a geometric tolerance may be

directed to the presentation of the toleranced feature by means

of a dimension line. An example of a dimension curve directed

callout is shown in Figure 7.

</note . in
.
group>

<note . in
.
group linkid="note">

Generally, a dimension_curve for a dimension_c\irve_directed_callout

is also the dimension.curve for a dimension.graph

(draughting_dimension_schema, see 6.3.3).

</note . in
.
group>

</note
.
group>

<figure object="pl01fig7" caption="Dimension curve directed caJ.lout">

</entity . description>

Figure 10: Portion of raw SGML data for entity dimension_curve_directed_callout.

4 APIB Gateway Implementation

The APIB gateway’s CGI scripts are written in Tcl[OUST], a scripting language for

controlling and extending applications. Tcl was chosen as the CGI programming language

mainly because the Tcl language is flexible, portable, easy to use, and because several

extensions useful to the APIB have already been implemented. The Tcl extensions the

APIB gateway uses are:

• A command for tokenizing and scanning output from the APIB’s retrieval

engine[LUB95].

• Commands for controlling the APIB’s retrieval engine and making queries[LUB96].

• A CGI library for generating HTML and passing data from HTML forms to CGI
scripts[LIBES96]

.

This section illustrates how the APIB gateway was implemented, using a single CGI script

— the script for creating schema object web pages — as an example.

An APIB gateway CGI script has three basic tasks to perform. First, it must assemble all

of the input data. Some of this input data is entered in HTML forms by the user. Other

input data is state information which must be passed to the script because
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HTTP[BLEE96], the communication protocol used by web servers and clients, is stateless.

Each HTTP request/response chain has no knowledge of previous HTTP communications.

Therefore, it is up to the APIB gateway implementation to keep track of any necessary

history information. Fortunately, HTML provides a way to accomphsh this using

HIDDEN fields in forms. HIDDEN fields contain values that get passed to CGI scripts,

but they are invisible to the user.

To illustrate how the APIB gateway keeps track of the APIB browser’s state, consider the

CGI script that generated the web page in Figure 6. In order for this web page to provide

the backtracking functionality shown in Figure 9, the CGI script must be aware of how

the entity dimension_curve_directed_callout fits into the overall structure of the

APIB. Specifically, the CGI script needs to know dimension_curve_directed_callout’s

schema, the STEP docmnent containing this schema, and the document type being

browsed. The following Tcl code obtains this information:

cgi_import doctype

catch {cgi.import ir]-

catch {cgi_import irsec}

The cgi_import command, part of the CGI library, retrieves an input value from a form.

The last two calls to cgi_import are enclosed in catch commands in order to prevent the

CGI script from exiting if either Sir or Sirsec are undefined. After the commands above

are executed, the CGI script has access to information concerning the type of the

document to which the entity belongs and, if available, the entity’s STEP Part number

and schema. The CGI Ubrary also has a command, cgi.export, for specifying HIDDEN
values in a form. In order for a variable to be imported into a CGI script, it must either

have a value obtained from input to the form that invoked the CGI script, or it must have

been exported from the form that invoked the CGI script.

The second task an APIB gateway CGI script must perform is to query the APIB for the

information it needs. This is done in the CGI script that generated the web page for

dimension_curve_directed_callout as follows:

start_pat

set qresult [express_definition [set $expitem] $expabbrev]

if {![info exists irsec]} •[

set irsec [schema_name [set $expitem] $expabbrev]

if C![iiifo exists ir]} •[

set ir [lindex [part $irsec] 0]

}

}

quit_pat

13



This code uses several commands from the Tcl extension for controlling and making

queries to Pai[OTC], the APIB’s retrieval engine. start_pat starts up Pat and sets up a

communications pipeline between Pat and the APIB. quit^pat exits Pat and closes the

communications pipeline. express_definition, schema-name, and part are conamands

which perform APIB queries, express-definition returns the raw SGML text from the

APIB describing a schema object, schema-name returns the name of the schema to which

the object belongs, peart returns a schema’s STEP Part name and Part number. All of

these APIB Tcl commands make use of the Tcl extension for tokenizing and scanning

output from Pat.

If this CGI script was invoked by means of the user clicking a “View” button on a form

from a schema web page (as in Figure 5), $irsec and $ir will contain whatever query

result values they were assigned in the schema web page’s CGI script. On the other hand,

if this CGI script was invoked though the IR Query form (see Figure 7), Sirsec and Sir

will be undefined because IR Query’s CGI script does not compute these values.

Therefore, the Tcl code above tests to see if these variables axe undefined and, if they are,

queries the APIB to obtain the schema name and Part number.

The argiunent [set Sexpitem] passed to the express-definition and schema-name

commands specifies the name of a schema object. Sexpitem has as its value the schema

object type and contains one of the following four strings: “entity”
,
“type”

,
“function”

,

“rule”. Its value is determined by the context under which the CGI script is invoked®.

This value is used to construct the name of the SGML element to pass to Pat. In the case

of dimension_curve_directed_callout, Sexpitem’s value is “entity”, and [set

Sexpitem] ’s value is “dimension-cmve-directed-callout”.

The CGI script’s third and final task is to create a web page using the input from forms

and the APIB query results. Much of this involves using Tcl commands in the CGI library

for creating HTML elements such as headings, paragraphs, forms, and so on. However, the

CGI script must invoke the APIB gateway’s SGML-to-HTML translator in order to

convert the raw SGML data in Sqresult into HTML.

The translator is implemented using NSGMLS, an application of the SP[CLARK] SGML
parser, and SGMLSpm[MEGG], a perl[VROM] class hbrary for processing the output

from NSGMLS. NSGMLS validates the SGML data and converts it into a format which a

structure-controlled conforming SGML application can act upon. An application of

SGMLSpm called “sgmlspl” uses the output from NSGMLS to build a set of objects

representing the structure of the SGML data as defined by its DTD. sgmlspl takes as a

second argument a specification file. The specification file used for the APIB gateway

contains perl instructions for converting every SGML construct that can appear in an

^Actually, there are four CGI script names who share the same Tcl file by means of symbolic linking. Tcl

code at the beginning of the file derives expitem firom the value of argv [0] . Also, there are some additional

implementation details that have been omitted from this discussion.
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APIS query result into HTML. This specification file, although fairly long, was simple to

write. The following excerpt from the specification file shows how the ENTITY.DEF
element from the DTD is translated to HTML. When the translator encounters the

beginning tag for ENTITY.DEF, it obtains the value of ENTITY.DEF’s NAME attribute

and outputs an HTML heading with the name of the EXPRESS entity. The translator

performs no action when it encounters ENTITY.DEF’s ending tag.

sgml(’<ENTITY.DEF>’ , suM
my ($element ,$event) = ®_;

my ($entname) = $element->attribute(NAME)->value;

output "<hl>ENTITY "
. $entname . "</hl>";

}):

sgml(’</ENTITY.DEF>’, ;

The following Tcl procedure, renderJitml, invokes the translator and returns the

HTML-tagged result, renderJitml takes three arguments: the raw SGML data to be

translated, an argument used to identify the SGML document type, and the name of the

raw SGML data’s top level element. For example, to generate HTML for

dimension_curve_directed_callout’s entity definition, renderJitml would be called

with the entity definition’s SGML firagment (obtained by querying the APIB), ir, and

ENTITY.DEF.

proc render_litml {qresult partt3rpe doctype} {

# Uses an SGML parser, the SGMLSpm perl libremry, and an sgmlspl spec

# file to translate raw SGML data to HTML

global env

# get the SGML declaration

set f [open $env(SGMLDEC)]

set sgmldoc [read $f]
°

close $f

# append the appropriate DTD fragment to the SGML declaration.

# The QUERY. RESULT element is needed to capture the general

# inclusions (such as figures, examples, etc.) declared in the

# content models for the AP and IR top level elements.

append sgmldoc "<! DOCTYPE QUERY. RESULT \["

if {[string compare $parttype ap] == 0} {

append sgmldoc "<!EimTY */. apdtd PUBLIC \"-//NIST//DTD Publish - "

append sgmldoc "STEP Application Protocols V 2.1//EN\">"

aiq)end sgmldoc "V.apdtd;"

} else {

append sgmldoc "<! ENTITY */. irdtd PUBLIC \"-//NIST//DTD "
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append sgmldoc "STEP Integrated Resources V 2.1//EN\">"

append sgmldoc "y.irdtd;"

}

append sgmldoc "<!ELEMENT Query. Result - - (${doct
3rpe)-)

"

append sgmldoc "+ ('/.General. Inclusions) >"

append sgmldoc "\]>"

# wrap QUERY. RESULT tags around the SGML-tagged query result,

# append it to the SGML declaration and DTD, parse the whole

# thing, and pipe the Element Structure Information Set to

# sgmlspl.

append sgmldoc "<query .result>" $qresult "</query .result>"

safe_exec result $env(BIN_DIR)/$env (PARSER) «$sgmldoc i \

$env(BIN_DIR) /sgmlspl ./$env (TRANSLATOR)

puts $result

}

The bulk of the code in render_html assembles an SGML document to send to the

translator. A complete SGML document consists of the following:

• An SGML declaration describing basic facts about the dialect of SGML being used.

renderJitml reads in the SGML declaration from a file.

• A DTD. In lieu of an actual DTD, SGML documents often contain a DOCTYPE
declaration referring to an external DTD. renderJitml supplies a reference to either

the IR or AP DTD, depending on $parttype’s value. renderJitml supplements the

DTD with an additional enclosing element, QUERY . RESULT, whose purpose is to

enable the SGML parser to recognize elements specified in the DTD as general

inclusions. ’/.General . Inclusions is defined in the IR and AP DTDs to refer to all

elements that can appear in multiple places in STEP documents such as examples,

notes, cross references, etc. Such “fioating elements” are often specified in a DTD as

general inclusions in order to avoid having to specify them explicitly in the content

model for every element within which they might appear.

• The document instance. This is the document text marked up according to the

DTD. The document instance in renderJitml is the raw SGML data contained in

the qresult argument with QUERY. RESULT tags wrapped around it.

The instruction begiiming with safe_exec rims the SGML document through NSGMLS
and pipes the output to sgmlspl. $env (TRANSLATOR) is the sgmlspl specification file,

safe_exec, a wrapper for the exec Tcl command, saves the result in the variable result

and catches any error codes.
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5 Related CGI Applications

The APIB gateway has two principal characteristics setting it apart from most other CGI
applications:

• It serves a group of individuals developing, maintaining, and implementing an

international standard, namely STEP. This is noteworthy because standards

developers traditionally have had very little software support besides generic tools

such as word processors and electronic mail^.

• Its data is represented in SGML, and users can issue queries referring to structures

defined in its DTDs. Because the STEP DTDs are highly detailed, the APIB
gateway supports a rich variety of structmed queries and hypertext linking.

Two other CGI applications sharing some of the APIB gateway’s characteristics are the

National Standards Systems Network (NSSN)[LASK] and a gateway for accessing

humanities texts[PWIL] firom university libraries. Another related project is the Digital

Library Initiative at the University of IlUnois[SCHATZ].

5.1 The NSSN

The NSSN, like the APIB gateway, is a service for obtaining standards information over

the Internet. When completed, the NSSN will provide an electronic infrastructure linking

numerous databases of standards resomces throughout the United States. An NSSN
testbed implementation has been set up for developing and testing the concepts and

technologies to be used in actual NSSN production environment. The NSSN testbed

currently allows users to search collections of sample documents using either the popular

WAIS search engine or PRISE, a full text retrieval system being developed at NIST that

uses fast and space-efl&cient indexing and searching algorithms[ROGERS]. Traditional

text query languages have a syntax based on Boolean logic. WAIS and PRISE, on the

other hand, allow unstructured natural language queries. The PRISE search engine uses a

statistical ranking technique to retrieve the dociunents in the data set that best match the

query. Studies have shown that users often get satisfactory results faster with an

information retrieval system supporting natural language queries with statistical ranking

than than they would using a Boolean-based system[HAR]. Efforts are underway to

extend the NSSN testbed implementation to automatically determine from a query which

standards database to search. The testbed’s developers have also implemented a “web

crawler” tool for maintaining and indexing hyperlinks to standards resources on the web.

^Although standards bodies such as ISO and ANSI may have elaborate publishing systems, they are often

unavailable to those who aictually write the standards.
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The NSSN and the APIB gateway are similar in that they both provide a means for users

to quickly obtain useful standards information. They are different in their scopes and in

their levels of granulaxity. The APIB’s scope is limited to STEP while the NSSN is

general in natme. Unlike the APIB gateway, whose architecture is tied to the STEP
DTDs, the NSSN’s architectmre can accommodate any electronically available standards

resomce. However, the NSSN’s generality comes at a price. Because it does not cissume

any particular predefined structure for its standards documents, its architecture cannot

easily support “STEP-centric” search interfaces such as the APIB Browser and IR Query

interface discussed in Section 3.

Full text search engines such as the PRISE system used in the NSSN prototype could be

useful in the APIB. PRISE’s support for natural language queries can potentially provide

an attractive alternative to the SGML-structured queries supported by Pat. For example,

the APIB gateway allows users to search for EXPRESS entities (or other schema objects)

by specifying a substring of the object’s name. It would be desirable if the APIB gateway

also allowed users to search for EXPRESS entities by specifying a natmal language

description of the entity. PRISE could match this query against each entity’s

ENTITY.DESCRIPTION element (Figure 10 shows the ENTITY.DESCRIPTION
element for the entity dimension_curve_directed_callout).

5.2 Gateway for Accessing Humanities Texts

A gateway for accessing humanities texts has been implemented that, like the APIB
gateway, provides a World Wide Web interface for accessing information in SGML
documents using Pat as a retrieval engine. The docmnents include novels, poetry,

dictionaries, and other literary and reference works tagged in SGML according to the Text

Encoding Initiative’s (TEI) Guidelines for the Encoding and Interchange of

Machine-Readable Texts. This gateway is currently being used by the University of

Virginia library and the University of Michigan’s Humanities Text Initiative for

dissemination of texts to their respective imiversity communities and to the general

public. The gateway’s CGI scripts are written in perl.

This CGI application is similax in many ways to the APIB gateway. Indeed, its

development predates that of the APIB and helped influence the APIB’s implementation.

The differences between the gateway for accessing humanities texts and the APIB gateway

stem mainly fi:om differences in their respective DTDs. Because the DTDs used for

representing the humanities texts are not as rich in SGML elements as the STEP DTDs,
the possibilities for structured queries available to users are not as extensive. On the other

hand, the TEI Guidelines specify sophisticated linking mechanisms that support

hyper-linking to and retrieving a chunk of text even if the text is imtagged in the

document. One of the ways this mechanism is being employed in the gateway is in a CGI
program that allows users to specify a range of fine numbers in a poem and generates a
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web page containing the text from the hnes specified [AMV]. This application of TEI
linking provides a convenient way for writers to cite passages in the gateway’s texts.

5.3 The Digital Library Initiative

The US Digital Library Initiative (DLI) is a federal program funding research at six

universities to further the state of the art in searching for and displaying selections from

large, heterogeneous collections of on-line reference materials. The DLI project at the

University of Illinois is building a testbed for querying multiple SGML repositories of

scientific pubhcations over the Internet as if they were organized into a single collection.

This process of merging the diverse text collections into a single virtual repository is called

“federation” . Since the document collections use different DTDs, the project uses a

canonical DTD based on the ISO 12083 Article Document Type Definition. Each

collection is translated from its original DTD into the canonical DTD for indexing and

retrieval. Pat is used as the search engine for the federated repository.

The DLI testbed’s federation approach could be useful for merging the APIB with other

repositories of international standaxds. ISO has developed its own DTD for representing

international standards documents. This DTD could serve as the canonical DTD for a

federation of international standards collections. However, because the ISO DTD is not

specific to any of the collections, an ISO-federated repository would not support searches

based on specific structures of any particular collection.

SGML-tagged query results are displayed using Panorama[SQ], a commercial SGML
viewer, rather than being translated to HTML for display with a web browser. The DLI

testbed’s implementation includes a mapping between elements in the canonical DTD and

display styles used by Panorama. This mapping is analogous to the APIB gateway’s

SGML-to-HTML translator. Because query results are displayed in their native SGML
rather than in HTML, they can include items HTML is incapable of representing such as

complex mathematical equations. Also, because Panorama supports some of the

HyTime[HYTIME] international standard (ISO 10744), an application of SGML
describing the structure of documents for use in hypertext and multimedia applications,

the DLI testbed can support a richer variety of hyper-hnks between documents than an

HTML browser alone can support. However, users need to have HyTime-aware SGML
viewing software installed locally in order to use the DLI testbed.

In addition to the testbed, the University of Ilhnois DLI project is conducting research in

several other areas. These include integration of multiple query engines and information

retrieval from digital libraries based on deep semantics®. Another area of research is in

techniques for keeping track of state information for federated CGI applications. The

®This involves using natural language understanding techniques from artificial intelligence to semantically

analyze the texts in the digital library and to zinalyze queries.
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University of Illinois DLI project (along with the other DLI projects) has the potential to

make a major contribution to the global infrastructmre for on-line information retrieval

over the next several years.

6 The Future

The APIB gateway currently supports browsing and querying of IRs and partial browsing

of APs. It contains only a subset of the initial release of STEP. There is a need both to

expand the collection of docmnents accessible through the APIB gateway and to provide a

wider variety of services to users. The IRs and APs currently available were converted

into SGML manually from documents originally written using commercial word processing

software. Although conversion of legacy data into SGML is a long and tedious process,

efforts are underway to tag the remaining existing STEP IRs using the NIST-developed

DTD®. Tagging the rest of the IRs in the initial release of ISO 10303 is the highest

priority. The next highest priorities are tagging IRs that have attained Draft International

Standard (DIS) status and tagging the remaining APs in the initial release. In the mean
time, current AP developers are being encouraged to use a NIST-supplied

environment[PHIL] for authoring new STEP AP and IR documents in SGML. In the near

future, the APIB gateway’s functionality will be extended to allow users to access all

components of SGML-tagged STEP IRs and APs. This will require extending the APIB’s

data access services to support information retrieval from AP documents using the full set

of structures defined in the AP DTD.

Plans also call for expanding the scope of the APIB and the APIB gateway to include

documents created during AP development that are separate from the STEP AP
document. Examples of these docmnents are issue logs, status summaries, and validation

reports. Error reports and enhancement requests resulting from implementation

experience may be included as well. These documents may not be represented in SGML
but nevertheless will need to be associated with elements in the SGML-tagged APs and

IRs in the APIB. Thus the APIB gateway will have to support hypertext browsing

between SGML and non-SGML documents. More sophisticated linking mechanisms such

as those specified in the TEI Guidelines (Section 5.2) or in HyTime (Section 5.3) may be

desirable for this purpose.

In addition, efforts are underway to provide users with access through the APIB gateway

to tools for creating EXPRESS models. This will be done by providing a World Wide

®The legacy IRs eind APs were written using either commercial word processing tools or LaTeX[LAMP].
An auto-tagging software tool has been implemented to help convert the LaTeX IRs into SGML, but this

tool assumes that the IR document uses a particular set of LaTeX style files developed for STEP[WILSON].
Unfortunately, some of the legacy LaTeX IRs use LaTeX customizations that are incompatible with the

auto-tagger.
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Web interface to the NIST EXPRESS Server[LIBES94], a service that allows users to run

EXPRESS software tools remotely without installing them locally. The EXPRESS Server

cmrrently uses electronic mail for its user interface. Users send requests and EXPRESS
code to the Server as e-mail. The output from running an EXPRESS tool can then be

e-mailed back to the user, or it can be stored in the user’s private directory on the Server.

Once the EXPRESS Server is made accessible through the APIB gateway, STEP AP
developers wiU be able to build EXPRESS models re-using IR constructs by querying the

APIB for the desired constructs and feeding the results directly into an EXPRESS tool.

Among the tools available through the EXPRESS Server are an EXPRESS syntax checker

cLS well as a tool for converting an EXPRESS schema with external references (see Figure

4) into a self-contained EXPRESS model[LIBES93]. This latter tool is very useful for

building the “system integrator’s view information model” discussed in Section 3.2

because this EXPRESS model needs to be self-contained so that an AP implementor can

use it 35 a specification without having to refer to additional documents in ISO 10303.

7 Concluding Remarks

Section 1 mentioned that the APIB serves as the central information registry for an

integrated software tool suite for AP developers. This tool suite, the Application Protocol

Development Environment (APDE), is already having an impact on the development and

implementation of STEP APs. Portions of the APDE that are presently operational are

being widely used by AP developers and implementors. For example, the EXPRESS
Server receives hundreds of requests per month for remote execution of NIST-developed

tools, and use of the tools is resulting in shorter AP development times[SAUDER]. Also,

ambiguities and inconsistencies in the STEP and ISO documentation guidelines have been

exposed through the eSbrt of developing the STEP DTDs[PHIL]. Since the STEP DTDs
provide a complete and unambiguous specification of AP and IR dociunent structure, AP
and IR documents authored in SGML will be free of the inconsistencies and

documentation guidehnes violations that plague the APs and IRs in the STEP initial

release.

The APIB gateway provides a convenient way for AP developers to access the existing

body of information in STEP. The APIB gateway combines the representational power of

SGML with the ease of electronic delivery of HTML, resulting in an easy-to-use system

that is robust and extendible. It appears to users as if they are “connected” to the APIB

at all times. In reahty, they are only using APIB services dming the brief intervals

between when they issue CGI requests through HTML forms and when the APIB’s

retrieval engine returns the data necessary to generate a web page. Therefore, the APIB

gateway can easily accommodate many users at a time. As the variety and number of

items in the APIB continues to grow, the APIB gateway will become an increasingly

valuable resomrce to the STEP community.
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The STEP documents in the APIB are copyrighted by the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO). Therefore, access to the APIB Gateway is limited to developers of

ISO standards. Requests for further information should be directed to the author.

This document was written in SGML using the DocBook DTD[DOCB]. It was translated

to LaTeX[LAMP] using the NSGMLS and SGMLSpm software tools mentioned in Section

4. The author thanks this document’s NIST reviewers — Mary Mitchell, Don Libes, and

Paul Over — for their comments and corrections.
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